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SUBMISSION POINTS: General comments 

Bailey Farms Ltd owns 154 hectares of which 82 is in dairy and also farms approximately 40 hectares of horticulture 20 hectares kiwifruit and 20hectares 
of avocados 

We use water daily for stock drinking, houses and irrigation and operating out dairy shed 

We have concerns with a number of the plan changes. 

I support the submission that has been lodged by Federated Farmers. 

We are particularly concerned about the following aspects of Plan Change 9: 

 The conservative and arbitrary interim limits.
 The proposal to phase out over allocation by 2027.
 The lack of an enabling policy for renewal of existing water take consents and concern that the costs do not balloon out of control in both consenting

process and in the process of achieving the goals of the water quantity policy
 The discretionary activity status for renewal of existing water take consents in catchments or aquifers that are over allocated on the basis of the interim

limits.
 The framework for the WMA community groups to consider setting values, objectives and flow and allocation regimes.
 That there is significant costs being imposed through requiring greater than needed information this cost to the process is an inefficiency.
 Demanding an action that takes time and is not acted upon is a theft of time if subjective information sought bet the users on side and show them the

benefits.
 Greater efficiencies will be gained staggered deadline as opposed to an urgency that fails to take into consideration events eg the expiry of the pre

RMA.
 Pushing to get all bores and surface takes registered is good though I oppose the reducing of permitted water quantity before adequate quality

information is compiled. .
 That the co governance and consultation and relationship with other stakeholders needs further improving. As the interpretation of the rules and the

interpretation of values is not consistent. This can be distressing and disempowering to farmers seeking to obtain access to water.
 

The implications of the changes 

 Are less certainty in securing of water
 Greater cost – in time and infrastructure when implemented inappropriately can undermine viability
 An increase in health and safety costs to our business
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SUBMISSION POINTS: Specific comments 

Page 
No 

Reference 

(e.g. Policy, or 
Rule number) 

Support or 
Oppose 

Decision sought 

Say what changes to Plan Change 
9 you would like 

Give Reasons 

10 WQ P2 Oppose Amend WQ P2 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P2 sets the framework for the WMA community groups to 
consider water quantity issues.   

A lot of work is being invested in making the WMA community work, 
and while these are an attempt represent cross cut of the local 
catchment community. I can only stress the importance of the science 
and quality of information providing the accuracy and best ability to 
help good decision making and that the policy decisions do not make 
access to the resource unnecessarily unaffordable that in turn to drive 
the farmers to commercial extinction based on aspirational information 
and with targets that are over-conservative  

11 WQ P3 Oppose Amend WQ P3 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P3 requires over allocation to be phased out by 1 October 2027. 

While target setting with dates is relevant and a target The urgency of 
driving this target stimulates fear and case of a rush on getting hold of 
water. Length of consents when required do need to be long enough 
to support justify investment by land owners. 

I am concerned about the implications of this policy for our property.  I 
am concerned that if our surface water or ground water is over 
allocated, my consent will not be renewed. The drive to phase out 
over allocation. Having a timeframe overriding the target adds further 
tension that may drive unnecessary directives as a deadline is the 
threat and not a real threat on the ecosystem or on the river but it 
does stress the community wellbeing. My view is formed including my 
understanding from previous dialogue with staff is that over allocation 
status has in some situation been assigned when not enough 
information has been established on the waterbody. So this does 
reinforce the need for relevant information  added are concerns that 
where there is urgency there is market reality supply and demand 
inflating values and straining resources, and often leave opportunity 
for exploitation and the milking of a public resource through an 
assigned  date. 
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Page 
No 

Reference 

(e.g. Policy, or 
Rule number) 

Support or 
Oppose 

Decision sought 

Say what changes to Plan Change 
9 you would like 

Give Reasons 

I believe if science can demonstrate and or if collaborative 
management can demonstrate that increased volumes of water can 
be harnessed without detriment to environment and within permitted 
levels at time eg making use of high flows this ought be encouraged if 
it improves water efficacy. 

12 WQ P5 Oppose Amend WQ P5 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P5 sets interim limits for water allocation. 

I am very concerned that the interim limits are arbitrary and 
conservative.  I am concerned that the proposed interim limits have 
ignored the available science and the result is that the majority of 
surface water catchments are over allocated and around one third of 
ground water aquifers are over allocated. 

The across the board limits are a concern and do threaten our 
confidence to make long term investment. 

13 WQ P7 Oppose Amend WQ P7 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P7 requires council to take a precautionary approach to water 
allocation. 

I am concerned about the direction to be cautious about allocating 
water and that there is no enabling policy for the renewal of existing 
water takes. 

I am concerned that the plan change implies farmers are not 
precautionary yet farmers have a direct cost for every litre of water 
used’ 

Over conservative target increase the risk or our concerns that our 
take will not be renewed.  This conservative approach does not 
convince me that taking this line is justified. When on one hand you 
ask for more information to make an informed decision yet council 
does not have all the information 

I think getting farmers to voluntarily provide water info is  better than 
waving a stick asking for an explanation and demonstration would 
provide a lot of value council and farmers this approach allow 
technology to develop and become cost effective..  
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Page 
No 

Reference 

(e.g. Policy, or 
Rule number) 

Support or 
Oppose 

Decision sought 

Say what changes to Plan Change 
9 you would like 

Give Reasons 

Interesting how council will request to unaccounted large volume 

23 WQ P24 Oppose Amend WQ P24 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P24 requires metering and electronic reporting for a variety of 
takes over and above the requirements in the Resource Management 
Water Metering Regulations. 

I oppose the imposition of higher metering standards than the national 
standards.   

I also oppose the requirement to separately meter animal drinking 
takes. 

This proposal will impose significant costs on my farming activities 
including having meters providing information greater that what is 
required  

Where farmers have smaller takes and the water use is generally 
constant and can only be extracted or pumped at the capacity of their 
pumps. Accurate estimations will provide good information. Farmers 
already embrace technology or methods to enhance their operations. 
My concern is the thresholds for metering and over reporting of 
information are a waste of money, time and undermine goodwill and 
faith in the value of regional council 

If reporting is greater that is required then council ought not demand 
farmer pay these costs 

I support the use of models or estimation for animal drinking takes 
and permitted activity takes.  But ask caution be given to the accuracy 
of modelling but do ask the modelling done ‘pre-decision’ making and 
that recognition of farmer methods need giving consideration’ 

I do consider the volume of per cow drinking is often understated and 
the risk to waterbed loosely overstated. 
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No 
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(e.g. Policy, or 
Rule number) 
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Oppose 

Decision sought 

Say what changes to Plan Change 
9 you would like 

Give Reasons 

40 WQ R2 Oppose Amend WQ R2 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ R2 allows up to 35m3 of ground water per day per property to be 
taken as a permitted activity. 

I believe status quo ought remain and lowering volumes without 
further knowledge disclosed is not in the best interests on the 
community  
 Its imposes an unnecessary cost with no benefit to the farmer. 

41 WQ R3 Oppose Amend WQ R3 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ R3 allows up to 15m3 of surface water per day per property to be 
taken as a permitted activity. 

I am concerned that this limit is too low and that the conditions on this 
permitted take are too onerous.  I consider that large surface water 
bodies can support higher takes than this as is the case on the 
Mangorewa River where we farm 

43 WQ R4 Oppose Amend WQ R4 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ R4 allows dairy farmers to obtain consent for dairy shed wash 
down as a controlled activity provided that consent is applied for 
within 12 months of the rule becoming operative. 

I am concerned about the 12 month time limit and about the 
conditions that are imposed on this water take. 

I take water for my dairy shed wash down this varys throughout the 
season and having low volumes in the wetter months is crazy. I 
Struggle that rules are imposed without regard to seasonal varience.  I 
am very concerned about any arbitrary restrictions or measurements 
of “efficient take”.  I consider that the water should be reasonable for 
the activity and allow for any spikes in use e.g. changes in season, 
changes in operators etc.  I do not agree that 55 litres per cow per day 
is efficient. 

47 WQ R9 Oppose Amend WQ R10 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ R10 provides for certain takes to be restricted discretionary.  I 
consider that takes from waterways or aquifers that are over allocated 
on the basis of interim limits should be restricted discretionary. 

I am concerned that the interim limits are too low and that many 
existing consents will not be renewed. 
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